Abstract. Based on the improved electrical betweenness and voltage stability theory, considering the importance of the structure of the grid and the current operational state of the power system, a comprehensive vulnerability assessment model and index based on the method of AHP-grey relation degree is introduced. Aiming at the shortcomings of only considering one of the structural vulnerability and state vulnerability assessment model, integrated expert's subjective opinion and objective data information, the comprehensive vulnerability assessment model can generally describe the vulnerable characteristics of assessment system, and scientifically identify weak nodes in the system. Finally based on the simulation of IEEE39 node system, it is verified the rationality and validity of the assessment index.
Introduction
For decades, many blackouts happened at home and abroad, which lead to experts and scholars from different countries for the different levels of analysis of the reasons of blackout [1] [2] [3] [4] . The scale of power system blackouts usually expands rapidly because of certain components running out, which play an important role in the development of blackouts. Considering node failure will directly affect the normal operation of the branches, with which connected the node, node vulnerability is usually important than branch vulnerability.
Research tendency of the current power system vulnerability assessment methods from a single structure vulnerability assessment gradually to the comprehensive direction,which combined structural vulnerability and state vulnerability [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The literature [6] introduced betweenness and load economic factor to establish vulnerability assessment model combined structural vulnerability and state vulnerability, this integrated approach is simple and rough. The literature [9] introduced AHP method to research on comprehensive vulnerability, but it only consider subjective expert opinion,which is very likely to result in decision-maker's subjectivity.
In this paper, based on the improved electrical betweenness and voltage stability theory, considering the importance of the structure of the grid and the current operational state of the power system, a comprehensive vulnerability assessment model and index based on the method of AHP-grey relation degree is introduced. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) uses the method of exponential scale, which both has order preserving, can guarantee the consistency of judgment matrix, and the accuracy is higher. Grey relation degree method give the corresponding weights based on structure vulnerability and state vulnerability index data. Integrated expert's subjective opinion and objective data information, the comprehensive vulnerability assessment model can generally describe the vulnerable characteristics of assessment system, and scientifically identify weak nodes in the system.
The Index of Comprehensive Vulnerability
In this paper, a comprehensive vulnerability index combined the AHP and grey relation degree is established. To overcome the shortcomings of the methods to subjectively or objectively determine the weight of indexes, improved AHP and grey correlation degree method is used to determine the weighting coefficient and to solve the problem of the selection of the weighting coefficient. The method of AHP is used to implement to calculate the weight coefficient between layer and layer in the system of vulnerability. The grey correlation method is used to modify the proportion made by experts based on the results of vulnerability index. As well as to a certain extent, it reduces the disturbance of the subjectivity, and can avoid completely based on the data, and avoid that there are great discrepancies in the assessment results and the recognition results.
From the paper [16] , Based on the electrical betweenness index of the system circuit k l B , the concept of the node degree is introduced, the structural vulnerability index considering the active power and reactive power based on the improved electrical betweenness of node i is proposed as equation (1):
Wherein, n represents the total number of lines connected to the node i . From the paper [9, 11] , the state vulnerability index of node i is proposed as equation (2):
Wherein， i Y is margin between the actual operating voltage and the critical voltage， i V s the operating voltage of node i , cr V is the critical voltage of load node. Before the establishment of a comprehensive index, we need to normalize structural vulnerability indicators and state vulnerability indicators respectively, as shown in the equation (3) . Concluded from the equation (3), the greater comprehensive vulnerability index is, the higher the importance of the node is. Conversely, it indicates that the relative safe of the node in the grid is.
In the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [12] [13] This paper adopts AHP method to construct the comprehensive objective function by making the structural vulnerability index and state vulnerability index as target data fusion, then the weight of structural vulnerability index and state vulnerability index 1 ξ 、 2 ξ can be obtained,which depends on the the important degree in the vulnerability assessment system.
In the process of using the method of grey relation degree to determine the corresponding weight, structural vulnerability and state vulnerability are identified as assessment indexes at the same time. in order to amend corresponding weighting domains of comprehensive evaluation by the change of objective conditions. Dynamic weight of characteristic parameter's formulas calculated by the method of grey relation degree method are as follows [14] [15] : 1) Determine the assessment indexes and the initial weight value. Assuming that m experts make a experience judgment for the weights of n assessment indexes at the same time, the matrix A can be obtained.
2) Determine the reference sequence A 0 .
3) Calculate the distance of each index series 1 2 , , , n A A A  between the reference sequence A 0 , see the formula (5).
4) Calculate the weights of the indexes, see the formula (6).
Through the calculation of pure numerical method, on the basis of subjective information making full use of expert experience judgment value, the grey relation degree method guarantees the objectivity of the calculation process, the weight can be got,which reflect the degree of subjective and objective.
the comprehensive vulnerability indexes which is determined based AHP-Grey relation degree method are shown as equation (7).
The structure vulnerability and state vulnerability after normalization are substituted into the comprehensive vulnerability index by weighted form, as shown in the formula (8) . Finally normalize the comprehensive vulnerability indexes by the formula (3). 1 2
Wherein, 1 R 、 2 R are the weighting of the structural vulnerability index and state vulnerability index respectively . The weights of comprehensive vulnerability index can be combined with specific examples to assign the judging matrix, to establish comprehensive vulnerability index base on the specific examples and operation manner.
Grid vulnerability is not only related to running state of the system, but also it was influenced by the network topology features,comprehensive vulnerability index take these influences into consideration, it can characterize and evaluate vulnerability more comprehensively.
Numerical Examples
Choose the IEEE -39 node system as example of analysis, which the specific parameters in literature [17] . Table 2 .
Tab. 6  7  7  12  7  18  16  27  8  20  27  18  9  27  18  3  10  21  21  28  11  23  23  21  12  29  25  20  13  25  3  23  14  24  20  25  15  12  29  29  16  26  24  24  17  28  26  26 From the above table, it can be seen that the top 3 ranking of comprehensive vulnerability index of load nodes are node 16, node 15 and node 3. The node 16 is taken as an example to illustrate. It is important in the grid structure, and closely linked to other nodes in the network, so it has the highest index of structure vulnerability. The state vulnerability index of node 16 is 7th. Through the comprehensive vulnerability assessment based on the improved AHP-Grey relation degree method it ranks for the first. The comprehensive vulnerability index of node 12 is 6th of all load nodes. It is slightly terminal in IEEE-39 node power system, and its structural vulnerability index among all load nodes ranks 15th. But because the running state of node 12 is very vulnerable, and its running state is approaching critical state, the ranking of state vulnerability ranks for the first, so the ranking of comprehensive vulnerability rose to sixth, which verify the vulnerability of nodes in the system is decided by the importance in the grid structure and the operational state.
The minimum of comprehensive vulnerability index is node 26. It carries lighter load. If the node occurs failure and even quit running will not hurt the integrity of the whole network structure, so its structural vulnerability index is very small. And node 26 is close to generator node 37, which the generator node provides power support to ensure the running state of node 26 stable and reliable. So its comprehensive vulnerability is minimal, the method described in this article can comprehensively evaluate the comprehensive vulnerability of load nodes.
Summary
It proposes in this paper a comprehensive vulnerability assessment model based on improved AHP-Grey relation degree method. Considering the importance of the structure of the grid and the current operational state of the power system, the comprehensive vulnerability assessment model applies the theory of AHP-Grey relation degree method in the study of vulnerability. Integrating subjective opinions of experts and objective data information about the node, the method can effectively identify and assess potential weaknesses, scientifically evaluate the ability to resist high risk cascading failure in power grid. Finally it verifies the rationality and effectiveness of the assessment method by IEEE39 node system. The simulation results show that the assessment method can generally describe the vulnerable characteristics of assessment system, and scientifically identify weak nodes in the system.
